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Maud Muller” tale. The sole and only reason why we print and pay for this page ad
vertisement is to bring your attention to the merits of the

î * UT this is no «B!
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McCormick Haying Toolsm
• f

that theOf course we sell them—but that doesn’t count—for they are good enough in every way 
»lowest dealer who handles them doesn’t find it necessary to do anything but tell the truth about them. Take 
the well known

so
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McCormick Mowers
for instance. In point of simplicity of parts, design, workmanship, and, most important of all, the capacity 
for doing good, clean, steady, all-day and all-season work and doing it well—doing it with less wear and 
tear on horses, man and machine—and being able to do it season after season with a reliability that has put 
them in a class by themselves and relieved their users of the usual two or three trips a week to town for re

airs—well, it is the machine you are looking for and we have them in stock ready to hitch on to and at as 
ow a price as you will have to pay for inferior machines. Another tool you need is the

fc

McCormick Rake11

We know absolutely that there is nothing better in the way of a Hay Rake made in this country today. 
If there was we would get it. The McCORMICK does clean work, is made right to do it. It is light 
draft, easy on horses, rides comfortably, is built of the best possible materials, dumps the hay in the right 
size of windrows, and it gels all the hay. These are only a few reasons why you should use

McCormick Hay Tools
You want the best—and they are the best We feel good when we sell a customer McCormick tools- 
becausc we know they will give him satisfaction.

Our business is selling that kind of goods. We know all about the conditions under which the farmer is 
sometimes compelled to use tools. The ground is not always as smooth as a barn floor; there are sometimes 
ruts and bumps to drive over—and he wants the kind of tools that will stand up to his work under all these 
things. That is exactly the reason why we handle the McCormick Tools. We know they will do the 
work and stand the strain under all conditions.

3TX Come in or write us and let us tell you more about them. We have a full line of everything in Farm
Implements and Appliances—from a hand hoe to a threshing machine—of vehicles, harness, everything 
and they all in the same class as the McCormick Mowers and Rakes—the very best. We 
to talk to you about them, too.

always gladare

Caldwell Forwarding Company

Caldwell
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